DISCLAIMER
Any information, including but not limited to software and data, received from the South Florida Water Management District ("District") in fulfillment of a request is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind, and the District expressly disclaims all express and implied warranties, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The District does not warrant, guarantee, or make any representations regarding the use, or the results of the use, of the information provided to you by the District in terms of correctness, accuracy, reliability, timeliness or otherwise. The entire risk as to the results and performance of any information obtained from the District is entirely assumed by the recipient.

This map is a conceptual tool utilized for project development only. This map is not self-executing or binding, and does not represent the status of any project, including any entitlement or use of any property described on the map.

Works of the Basin

BCB Structures
- Canal Reach Controlled, Operated and Maintained by BCB
- Canal Reach Maintained by BCB*
- Canal Overbank Controlled, Operated and Maintained by Collier County**

*Note: Canal Reach Controlled and Operated by Collier County, subject to Limiting Conditions (3rd Amendment to Agreement C-11759, 02/09/2012)

**Note: Canal Overbank Controlled and Operated by Collier County, subject to Limiting Conditions (3rd Amendment to Agreement C-11759, 02/09/2012)

Works of the District

- CERP Pump Stations
- Tieback Levee
- Spreader Basins
- CERP Canals
- Manatee Mitigation Area

(CERP) Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan

(FL) Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan

This map is a conceptual tool utilized for project development only. This map is not self-executing or binding, and does not represent the status of any project, including any entitlement or use of any property described on the map.
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